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Abstract

changes the critical current or device resistance by considerably less than a
factor of 2. Evidently the strongpinnirig of the Fermi level in the conduction
band at interfaces not only gives barrier-free contacts, but also makes it difficult to vary the surface potential with an electric field. Also, the presence
o f a highly conductive layer over the entire surface of an InAs wafer makes
device isolation difficult. On the positive side, the absence of Schottky barriers, the low effective mass, and the high carrier mobility in InAs allow significantly larger device lengths and/or lower dopings for InAscompkred with
Si (for a given Josephson critical current). In the. case of Si the SNS weak link
model is inadequate, presumably due to Schottky barriers and aSINIS structure. The device behavior is not well understood; in particular the gate response of the critical curreht is far larger thanexpected,althoughthe
corresponding change in the normal resistance is negligible.

Superconductor-normal-superconductbr (SNS) weak links using a
semiconductor as the normal region are of interest for applications in high
frequency Josephson devices and in superconducting field effect transistors.
Recently, there has been a revival of interest in materials such as InAs which,
in principle, allow true SNS structures without tunneling (Schottky) barriers
at the electrodes.In this paper we discuss the requirements for semiconductor
SNS Josephson and FET devices and describe the fabrication and characterization of planar SNS weak links in which the normal region is InAs, which i s
part of a heterostructure consisting of a thin (100 nm) layer of n-InAs grown
on undoped GaAs. Nb electrodes defined by electron beam lithography have
been made with spacings as small as 260 nm. Preliminary measurements indicate that the devices have good electrical behavior which is well explained
by SNS weak link theory, using coherence lengths calculated from measured
material parameters. These weak links can be the basis for superconducting
FET devices, and have the significant advantage of allowing simple device
isolation compared with bulk InAs, which was used in earlier work.

In the following sections, some of the requirements for semiconductor
SNS weak link and FET devices are discussed. We also describe some recent
results on anew weak link structure which allows device isolation and appears
promising for bothweak link and FET applications.

Introduction

Device Requirements

Semiconductor-Coupled Weak Links

Semiconductor-Coupled Weak Links

Superconductor-normal-superconductor (SNS) weak links are of interest for high frequency applications of the Josephson effect [l], primarily
because of their low capacitance compared with tunneljunctions: In contrast
with superconducting microbridges, the productof critical current andnormal
resistance (IcRN) depends only on the superconducting properties of, the
banks, not those of the bridge. Because of difficulties in fabricating high T,
tunnel junctions, SNS weak liriks may be the most promising Josephson devices for applications at temperatures above 10-15 K 121, and operation of
SQUIDS based on SNS devices in this range has been demonstrated [3].
Semiconductors, rather than metals, are of significant interest as weak li&
materials [4] because useful device impedences (tens to hundreds of ohms)
are easily possible.

Metallic SNS weak links tend to have low impedences, due to the low
resistivity of the bridge ,material. For exainple, a 10 nm thick film o f 10
pm-cm material has a sheet resistance of 10 St/O. Device lengths are constrained to beless than a few hundred nanometers1151, so that a 50Q device
must have a width of order 100 nm, a formikblelithographic challenge. Thus
high resistivity is very important, andsemiconductors and semimetals become
obvious candidates for bridge materiais.

Relatively little work has been done on semiconductor-coupled SNS
devices. Although significant effort has been devoted to Si-based devices
[4-61, the
Schottky
barriers which exist at Si (and
most
other
semiconductor)-metal interfaces, result in a SINIS (rather than SNS) structure. Here I (insulator) denotes the tunnel barrier which is present between
the link and electrode materials, and which evidently has a major effect the
device behavior [5,7]. In certain semiconductors, such as InAs and InSb, the
Fermi level is pinned in the conduction band at metd interfaces (and other
surfaces). Thus, a Schottky barrier-free contact forms between metals and
n-InAs, and anelectron-rich inversion layer witli no barrier between itself and
the metal forins at metal/p-InAs interfaces. Weak links based upon these
materials should have true SNS, rather than SINIS, character. Attempts to
form Josephson weak links on InAs were made a number of years ago, and
suggestive results indicating superconducting interactions between the
electrodes were obtained[ 8 ] . However, the first demonstration of Josephson
behavior in such weak links was made only recently [9].

The critical current of an SNS weak link depends strongly on its length,
the scale of which is set by the normal metal coherence length, tN. For an
n-type semiconductor [16],
EN(T) = (h3p/6nm*ekBT)”2(3~2n)1/3
where p, ma, and n are the electronmobility, effective mass, and density. The
product is the most important figure of merit for a Josephson device.
Likharev obtained, for anSNS weak link,

ICRN

where A is the energy gap in the superconducting electrodes, L is the iink
length, and RN is the normal state resistance [17]. Equation 2 applies to long
bridges (L > > $,), and is valid near Tc. Seto andvan Duzer [ 161 had earlier
obtained anequivalent functional dependence for the
critical current of SINIS
semiconauctor weak links on temperature, length, and doping under certain
conditions, although they were not able to predict the magnitude of IcRN.
These results are used by most authors,in discussing both SNS and SINIS
semiconductor weak link behavior [4,6,9]. For shortbridges (L << SN), also
near Tc,

Josephson FETs
SNS weak links are the basis for a superconducting field effect transistor, first proposed a number of years ago [ 10,111, in which the strengthof the
Josephson coupling (i.e. the supercurrent) is controlled by adjusting the carrier concentration in the link (or FET channel) via a gate. Such devices have
been demonstrated recently on InAs [12,13] and on Si [6,14]. In the former
case the devices appear to act as SNS weak links, but response to a gate
voltage is poor; several volts applied to the gate of a Nb/p-InAs/Nb device
Manuscript received September 30, 1986.

As the temperatureis lowered, the effective bridge length L/&(T) is reduced
and IcRN saturates at roughly the Ambegdokar-Baratoff result for tunnel
junctions (aA(0)/2e) when L is less than approximately tN(TC). Equations
(2) and (3) lose validity at low temperatures, and further lowering of the
temperature does not significantly increase the IcRw product, even for extremely short bridges, even though SN(T)acT-”z, making the effective bridge
length at low operating temperatures quite small. So L/&(Tc)-0.5-1 is optimal [17], and shorter bridges are not really any better. The variation of
IcRN with temperature is significant unless the temperature is reduced to
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-0.2Tc, below which I,R,is
fairly constant [17]. For many applications, a
large temperature variation is unacceptable, so that operating temperatures in
the 4 K range would be required, even with an electrode T, of 20 K.
Device length L should be as long as possible, to ease fabrication and
to give a large resistance (in many applications tens or hundreds of ohms is a
desirable figure), but the exponential decrease in I,R, with L dictates that the
so that I,R,-A/e.
FromEquation1, high
optimum length isL-<,(T,),
mobility, low effective mass, and high carrier concentration imply large coherence length and therefore allow long devices.
As an example of what can be achieved with semiconductor SNS weak
links, consider 10 nm thick InAs bridges of length L-S, and widths 1 and 10
pm (such devices will have optimal I,R, products atlow temperatures, ashigh
as -1.5 mV for Nb electrodes). Figure 1 is a plot of device length and resistance as functions of carrier concentration at 4.2 K (a fixed mobility of
l o 4 cmZ/V-s is assumed). Device lengths of up to -1 pm are possible with
reasonable dopings. However, in this example, a resistance in the 10-100 D
range requires that the device length be in the 200-600 (60-200) nm range
for 1 (10) pm width, with appropriate doping. High impedence devices with
metal bridges would have to be much narrower [ 151. Of course smaller widths
could be used to achieve larger resistances with semiconductor bridges, allowing longer lengths, but it should be noted that it is significantly easier to
fabricate devices with one sub-micrometer dimension (through use of edge
or sidewall techniques) than two. This is a major point in favor of
semiconductor-coupled weak link devices.
For a device of optimal length (L-S,), R,
PC, = p - 1 4 - 2 / 3 . Increasing & and/or n, in order to increase device length, results in’a decrease
in device resistance. However, an increase in p allows n to be reduced proportionally ( p constant), still resulting in slightly larger values for R, and EN
(cn-’16). So far, the bridge has been assumed to be three-dimensional. Extremely high mobilities, andtherefore large coherence lengths, can be
achieved in two-dimensional electron gases. The 3D InAs layer in the above
example was 10 nm thick. For a given value of p, such a layer with n = lo’*
~ m will
- have
~
the samevalues of 5, and R, as a2D layer with a sheet carrier
concentration Ns = loT2 cm-2. Forthe 2D layer, p E (NSp)-’ and tN0~
(N,+)’”, SO that R,
p t N (Nsp)-l’z. Thus an increase in p along with a
proportional decrease in Ns has no effect on R, or E,. Low carrier density
is of particular interest in the FET devices discussed below.
Q

Q

Q

Josephson FETs
From Equations 1 and 2, the critical current of an SNS weak link can
be controlled by varying n. A gate voltage V, changes the carrier concentration in a narrow surface channel, so that a 2D weak link structure is preferred. For simplicity, we consider a thin 3D layer and assume that An =
C,AV,/e, so that (1) and (2) canbe used to obtain:
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A large response requires the lowest carrier concentration consistent with
good weak link properties, and the device should work in the range L/&> 1;
note that the response becomes poor as L+&. Since a large value of EN is
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desirable, mobility should be as large as possible, since this allows smaller
carrier densities for given values of
and R,.

(,

The Josephson FET has difficulties as a switching device. IC is exponentially sensitive to changes in n, while R, changes only linearly. Thus, in
switching between zero and finite voltage states, the source-drain voltage
drop is likely to be no larger than a few times the IcR, product in the superconducting state, a few mV or less. It is difficult to imagine producing significant changes in I, or R, without applying gate voltages of at least many
tens of mV. Thus the device lacks voltage gain. Although there may be applications for which this is not an issue, it is clear that atruly interesting device
(one with voltage gain) must undergo a large change in R, with changing gate
bias, allowing switching out to reasonable voltages (-100 mV). This implies
a low voltage, but otherwise conventional, FET. Although the technology
appropriate for producing Josephson SNS weak link FETs is of interest for
such applications, it is not clear that superconductivity will play more than a
secondary role in them.
Gate control of the surface potential in the channel region is of fundamental importance in FETs, and is very poor in the InAs devices demonstrated so far [12,13]. The ability to control the conductivity of an InAs (or
similar material) layer with a gate is an area which obviously needs experimental attention.

Heterostructure InAsWeak Links

In materials such as InAs and InSb, the pinning of the surface Fermi
level in the conduction band allows contacts withoqt Schottky barriers. One
major drawback with such materials is that isolation of devices from one another is difficult, due to the presence of a conducting layer over the entire
wafer surface. In order to allow simple device isolation, and to allow control
of the channel/weak link thickness, we have been exploring the fabrication
of Nb/n-InAs/Nb weak links inwhich the InAs is a thin film, part of an
InAs/GaAs heterostructure 1181. These layers are grown on semi-insulating
GaAs, allowing simple device isolation by mesa etching. There is a relatively
large (-7%) lattice mismatch between GaAs and InAs, however we obtain
mirror-like films with only occasional small surface defects. The InAs films
’ ~5 . 9 lot9
~
C I I - ~ has
can be n-doped with Si over a wide range ( 3 . 5 ~ 1 0 to
been obtained in the course of this work). Hall mobilities are 5000, 2000, and
1900 cm2/V-s at 3 . 5 10l7,
~ 3.5 x lof8,and 3.1 x 10” ~ m respectively,
- ~
essentially constant from room to liquid nitrogen temperature. For comparison,
in the weak link experiment on bulk n-InAs, mobilities of 16900 and 10000
cm2/V-s for dopings of 2 . 5 10’’
~ and 2 . 6 loz8
~
~ m were
- ~reported [9].
~
Several SNS bridges were fabricated on a 100nm thick 3 . 5 10’7cm-3
n-InAs layer. For this doping, the Fermi level is -75 mV into theconduction
band in the bulk of the InAs layer. At the Nb-InAs interface the situation is
not dramatically different. Thus the electron concentration is more or less
uniform throughout the layer; in particular, the electrons are not concentrated
in a thin layer at the surface. This is borne out by the fact that the sample
doping and measured electron concentration donot differ significantly in our
samples. We therefore expect the InAs to behave as a three-dimensional low
carrier density thin metal film. The results presented below are consistent
with this expectation.
The devices are25-200 &m wide, with 65 nm thick Nb electrodes
spaced 0.26-3 pm apart. Resistances of these bridges are consistent with
measured 77 K resistivity of the InAs film and device dimensions, indicating
that contact resistance is very small. Supercurrents are observed at 4.2 K in
the four shortest devices. Any supercurrents in the longer links were below
-1 pA. The current-voltage characteristics of one link at 4.2 Kizhown in
Figure 2. The excess current characteristic of SNS weak links was evident in
all of the devices. The IV curves are non-hysteretic at 4.2 K. In the shortest
link, hysteresis appears when the sample is cooled below 3 K.
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0
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$

R

Figure 1: Device length and resistance vs. carrier concentration for n-InAs
SNS weak links at 4.2 K, assuming L-&. 10 nm bridge thickness and a fixed
mobility,of lo4 cmZ/V - s are used.

As expected, the critical current of our devices is dominated by the increase in coherence length with decreasing temperature (our shortest device
is 0.26 pm long, with L/5,=2.5 at 1.4 K, the lowest temperature used). From
this measurement, the value EN(4.2K) = 0.060 p m is obtained. Using
Equation 1, with the measured values of mobility and carrier density, an effective mass of 0.048 is inferred for InAs. The textbook value [19] is 0.023.
However, at a doping level of 3.5 x 1017
the Fermi level iswell into the
conduction band, and thevalue of the effective mass is larger than it is at the
band minimum.
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Figure 2: Current-voltage characteristic for an InAs-coupled weak link at 4.2
K.

In Figure 3, device critical current is plotted against measured link
length. The solid circles are our data, and the triangles. were obtained from
Ref. 8 for bulk n-InAs devices with roughly the same doping (the 2 K data
from that paper were extraploated to 4.2 K using the known temperature dependence). The critical currents of our thin InAs layer devices are consistent
with the bulk InAs resuits. Note, however, that thecoherenck lengths for the
bulk sample and our thin InAs sample are different, due to the differing mobilities. The two lines in the figure are included to show consistency with the
expected exp(-L/<,) dependence (only the slopes of the lines are relevant).
The values of 5, used were 0.144 p m for the bulk sample (dashed line) and
0.060 pm for our sample (solid line); both numbers are obtained from temperature dependenceof the critical current.
Figure ,4 is a plot of the IcRN product as a function of device length,
at4.2 K. The RN values arethedifferential resistances at voltages large
enough that the IV's are linear, -10 mV. The solid curve is the theory of
Likharev (Equation 2), using the value EN(4.2K) = 0.06 pm. There are no
adjustable parameters. The good agreement between theory and data is remarkable, because previous experiments on SNS junctions have always
yielded IcRN values which were lower than theoretical predictions. In fact,
the neglect of the proximity effect of the normal metal on the superconductor
in the theory has led some workers to question the validity of the Likharev's
result [15], although that theory is, at present, the only one which Makes a
prediction for the magnitude of IcR,. The results reported here are therefore
very interesting, however more work is needed in order help resolve earlier
differences between theory and experiment. Clearly studies of more samples
having different dopings would be very useful; this work is in progress.

Figure 4: IcR, product as a functionof device length for our Josephson weak
links (solid circles) and prediction of Likharev's theory [18] (solid line). The
coherence length in the InAs is inferred from the temperature dependence of
the critical current. There are no adjustable parameters.

Discussion
We have demonstrated SNS weak link devices on thin deposited InAs
layers on GaAs substrates. Themobilities in these layers are somewhatlower
than buik values, however the normal metal coherence lengths in these layers
are long enough that Josephsoneffects are observed in short (0.26-0.35 pm)
Nb weak links fabricated on a layer having an electron concentration of
3 . 5 ~ 1 0 ' cm-I.
~
Our results appear to be consistent with an earlier experiment on bulk InAs [9], which is to our knowledge the only other experiment
in which semiconductor-coupled Josephson SNS (as opposed to SINIS) weak
links were reported. Our structure has the advantage that device isolation is
easily possible. These links, which are shorter than the
earlier devices on bulk
InAs, have ICR# values as high as 380 pV (at 4.2 K), and which are in
agreement with the theory of Likharev [i7]. Such agreement has not been
reported in earlier work on SNS weak links, and further experiments are in
progress which are intended to further explore this issue.
The coherence length whichwe inferforour devices, CN(4.2K) =
0.660 K r n gives an effective length ( L/Cn ) of 4.3 at 4.2 K for a 0.26 pm de:
vice. The sheet resistance. of our layer is 360
and could be increased
through use of thinner layers. The use of a higher Tc electrode material would
increase IcRN, but it it would be desirable to decrease the effective device
length, either by increasing E;N or decreasing the physical length. This would
not only increase IcRN, but would also reduce its temperature and length dependences. For one of our more heavily-doped layers, n = 3.1 x loi9 cm-)
( p = 1900 cmz/V - s), we expect a value of 0.16 pm for tN and an effective
length of 1.6 for a similar device at 4.2 K. The sheet resistance of this layer
but the use of a 10 nm thick iayer would raise it to 100
is only 10
so that a 1 pm wide device would have a resistance of 28 h 'These devices would already appear to be promising as Josephson weak links. However, it would be of interest to improve the mobility of the layers, or to work
with two-dimsional electron gas structures, in order to achieve shorter effective device lengths.

Q/o,

sl/m,

Q/n,

Ourstructure is easily adaptedto FET devices. The use of 111-V
heterostructures suggests superconducting MODFET and related structures.
Clearly a major issue which needs attention is gate control of the resistance
and critical current, an area in which the previously demonstrated SNS PETS
performed poorly [12,13]
Semiconductor-coupled SNS weak links have considerable potential for
use as Josephson devices and as the basis for superconducting FETs. Rclatively little work has been done on these devices, which appear in these early
experiments to behave in a similar fashion to conventionalnormal metal SNS
weak links. This is in contrast to the many experiments on SINIS-type weak
links, mostly using Si, which are not particularly well understood.
Figure 3: Critical current (normalized by device width) vs. measured link
length for Nb/InAs/Nb weak link (N, = 3 . 5 10'7cm-3).
~
Solid circles are
our data, triangles are from Ref. 8. The Lines, of the form exp( -L/CN), are
drawn, using values for CN appropriate for the two experiments, in order to
illustrate consistency with the expected length dependence.
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